Read the HORRIFYING truth behind the closing of the kitchen

“With great responsibility comes great power”
– Ossian Olsson

"Åke Hanson responding on the revealing truth about the kitchen closing - no comments"

Read Jolene’s rage over Sverres brown cheese
If you’re looking for sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll
LOOK NO FURTHER – go to the TD1 fridge

WHO WILL DO ...

KITCHEN CLEANING

WORKSHOP CLEANING

IDI

TD1

we want YOUR INSPIRATION

We want you to share with us what inspires your genius design work! Please send us photos, music, articles or whatever else interests you at the moment. Please send your materials to wozzop@gmail.com by Friday evenings, so we can include them in the next issue of Wozzop.

Visit the UID Facebook page! || http://www.facebook.com/uid || Tweet with UID: #lifeatuid ||
Or follow us: @wozzop || Instagram with UID: #lifeatuid
UID vimeo: vimeo.com/uid, || vimeo.com/ixdumea,& || vimeo.com/groups/apdumea

UID writing history -
new spices found
in IxD1 fridge

KITCHEN SCANDAL

UID writing history -
new spices found
in IxD1 fridge

Breaking News
FROM ALL UID PROGRAMMS

BA1: design presentation
BA2: design project
BA3: design project
APD1: Design methodic
APD2: conceptual product solutions
IDI: design implementation
IxD1: professional product
IxD2: interaction concept
TD1: Vehicle design
TD2: Vehicle interior

If you looking for sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll
LOOK NO FURTHER – go to the TD1 fridge

I’LL JUST WAIT FOR THE
KITCHEN TO OPEN NEXT WEEK

AND HAVE H&H
PAY FOR IT!!

WE’RE GONNA BUILD
OUR OWN KITCHEN

NOT SURE IF PEOPLE
ARE DIRTY SCUMBAGS

OR IT’S JUST A HANSON
& HAMMAR CONSPIRACY

Begin

Let The Hunger Games

UID vimeo: vimeo.com/uid, || vimeo.com/ixdumea,& || vimeo.com/groups/apdumea
This is the story about that one sunny August morning, when Åke Hanson, the bald, angry looking chef of Hanson & Hammar, had an idea that would change his life forever. They say the best ideas are always born out of desperation, and oh boy was Åke Hanson desperate.

The story started when Åke sat on the dying bed of his brother Peder Hammar in 2005, who hours after died tragically from some mysterious food poisoning, he promised that he would turn their business, which they had founded together in the early nineties, into one of Sweden’s biggest food chains. On this August morning 11 year later, however, not much of these dreams was left. Hanson & Hammar had too restaurants which barley could survive the month. It didn’t make the situation better when mysteriously half of the cutleries had disappeared and since a few weeks it had faced serious competition from the neighboring 'Anna’s mat och kök' at Sliperiet. And on top of that, the mice mafia who had won a fierce war against the rat mafia earlier this summer, was now more powerful than ever and demanded almost 20% of all the food delivered to Hanson & Hammar.

Åke turned his face towards the window and gazed into the sun, he had to realize the bitter truth: If he wouldn’t come up with an idea, the former dream of the rich Swedes of today, would turn into a muddy, nasty battlefield. The hired students used all the creativity they gained during their single subject courses to weekly turn the kitchen into a muddy, nasty battlefield. Now it was finally the time when the leader could announce the first great kitchen closing of 2016.

Several weeks later, in early October, this plan slowly began to work. The hired students used all the creativity they gained during their single subject courses to weekly turn the kitchen into a muddy, nasty battlefield. The head of Ställverket he accepted the offer, and soon met with Åke in the office. Little is known what actually happened during the meeting - but Åke proposed an offer the leader simply could not refuse. The only demand was, to for some reason, close the student kitchen several times during the year. This would then bring the hungry students into Hanson & Hammers arms and secure the revenue so desperately needed to survive for another year or two.

However, the new motivated students kept well care of the kitchen in the beginning of the semester, therefore the Ställverket leader met again with Åke, claiming that he cannot close the kitchen for no reason. Åke understood and soon had another genius idea. In return for free coffee stamps, he hired students at the main campus to select a few courses at UID, take a break from stressful main campus life once a week, relax in Peter Lundholms lecture, stir up the kitchen a little bit, and leave again in silence.

Several weeks later, in early October, this plan slowly began to work. The hired students used all the creativity they gained during their single subject courses to weekly turn the kitchen into a muddy, nasty battlefield. At first sight you couldn’t know that he’s the leader of the biggest fights in history. X appears like a normal civil citizen, wearing a black t-shirt, blue jeans and trainees. At first sight you couldn’t know that he’s the leader of the biggest fights in history. X answers my question politely and me, as a part of Ställverket and the decision makers behind the kitchen closing, almost gain sympathy for this activist. 

“*Our organization is founded by frustration and the strong moral values that we’re against collective punishment. We are all innocent law abiding people in our normal life. I have a ordinary life with wife, kids and a Volvo, doggie and villa, so I have to wear this mask to protect them from my political career. You have to stand up for your right to cook.*”, says X.

During the interview X’s phone is constantly receiving calls and X soon need to leave. But first I have to ask him how U.S.U.C.K was about to solve this kitchen issue, and he answers:

“*Before they announced the opening of the kitchen we had prepared a forced action which would happen on Saturday morning when every student was asleep. We had designed a unique bakery roller, not yet on the market, which can efficiently open the kitchen lock.*”

X look at the phones display and have to answer this call. Unfortunately, the information from the call is classified and we can’t publish it in Wozzop.
What does the party group do within Ställverket?
- (Os, Vi, Ri) We guide and administrate responsibilities about party’s at UID. If a class wants to have pub we guide them thru the process so nothing goes wrong. So they have the permission, send us paper in time and make sure that party’s don’t overlapping each other.
- (Os) Whit great responsibility comes great power.
- (Vi) I don’t think people understand how much time we put in planning each party, for example we plannd the Halloween party for a month and it was over in some hours.
- (Os) We work and you play.

Are you guys party people?
- (Ri) Of course!
- (Os) 100%, that why we are here.
- (Vi) When they described the task of being a member of the party group during the first Ställverket election I just raised my hand.

Who stays to the end of the party’s?
- (Vi) I think it’s Richard.
- (Ri) Yeah, at the Halloween party I went home around 5 am, after a short after party at the architect school.

What is the best party you ever been to?
- (Ri) Shit, I’ve been to many great party’s! But the 24/7 party in Belgrade and all the pree-party’s at Brännbollsyran is always nice.
- (Vi) House party’s is always the best party’s, or all the pree-party’s when you just hang out with your friends.
- (Os) Once at a party I was lying wasted on the couch and suddenly a guy came up with a cake and decide to squeeze the cake in my face. It was a good night.

(behind the scene pic)

The party group would like to send special thanks to Mattias Granlund, BA1, for helping out with their business.

HOT SEAT
WITH

Joléne Rubio, IDI

How was it growing up in Lyon?
- Actually I grew up nest to Lyon, in as small town called St Pierre de Chandieu. Before University when me and my friends wanted to go out or watch a move we had to go in to Lyon, so directly after high school we moved in to the city. It’s a nice town with a lot of green areas and great food.
Suprisley you love cheese, which is your favorite?
- It’s morbier! But I like all kinds of cheese, except Sverres Norwegian brown cheese (in Swedish called Messmör)

Do you miss living in France?
- I don’t miss France at all. I don’t have the time to think about France, I have so much to do here with many nice people so I’m too busy discovering this place. If I could I would like to stay the whole year.

What about interior design interests you?
- Hard question. You always facing interior design every day. Your way of life and you mood is liked to interior design. If you are surrounded by great interior design you feel well. Ridiculous but true.

Can you tell us a skill we don’t know that you have?
- It’s not a skill bit I know that I in first sight people see me as a quite serous person, but I’m not.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
- I have no idea…..everything can happen. I could die, change field of studies, move to another city……

If you could decide one thing that would come true, what would that be?
- To have a enjoyable life with a good job and nice people around me. And a helicopter. Or an airplane. Just a thing that can fly.

#lifeatuid

BEHIND THE SCENES AT BEST DESIGN SCHOOL IN THE WORLD
BEST HALLOWEEN PARTY IN UNIVERSE

PHOTOS LEAK FROM
HELP US WITH
WOZZOP

AMAZING LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY

If you’re interested in collaborating on the magazine as an editor, graphic designer, illustrator, or content researcher - tell us! You could even earn 100 SEK for your work!

Editor: Lisa Selin  Graphic design: Nicole Waniowska
Contributions: Robin Ritter for excellent acting and storytelling & all the #lifeatuid - taggers